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Leading through the crisis
Do you want to get OUT of the crisis or IN to the new normal?

[12 Online Sessions]

The post pandemic world be a different place. Each crisis has winners and losers. What sets
them apart is empathy, adaptability, speed of change, and good leadership. This experiential
course helps you gain transferable skills to create value for any organization. These skills are
particularly important during times of high uncertainty as we are currently living through. We
combine practice and learning in one agile ow. In 4 weeks you will have your strategy, you will
know how to work with it and put it to action yourself. This training leads to a Strategy Design
Sprint Certi cation - read more under FAQ below

INNOVATE
AND PERFORM

EFFECTIVE
LEADERSHIP

CHANGE
MANAGEMENT

EMPOWER
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Why have created this sprint and you should be part of it?
Crises are shifts with fundamental impacts on society and business. It comes with restrictions
and risks, and with new opportunities. During and after a recession there may be new
customer needs, less or more competition, readily available and cheaper talent pool, facilities,
and acquisition options.
Times of crisis are the times to accelerate changes (you had foreseen in your organization
anyway), and a time to identify and grasp new opportunities. In fact, it may be now or never.
Although, it might not seem the best time to play and we all move towards control, it is the
better option to create space for new things. Now is the time to experiment with alternative
structures, replacing budgets with forecasts and dynamic resource allocation, in order to
create the best possible value. There is tremendous change, from focusing mainly on policies
and processes to understanding that the future lies in creating conditions for people to
perform and be happy. By removing hurdles, we can instead maximize engagement and
employee satisfaction that will fuel speed and adaptability in a common strategic direction.
You need to understand how people strategy and people operations need to change when
working in a company embracing an agile future strategy.
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What is the Sprint about
During the Strategy Sprint training we cover 3 perspectives:
The new normal perspective (PREPARE)
- Basic needs and motives, and contributes to a better understanding of the future scenarios
and your leadership, and why you do what you do

- Helping employees and clients nding their place in the new normal taking their situation
into account.

- How to discover trends and create visions to prepare for the future (includes Intervention +
workplace design)

- Create the conditions for a successful sprint
Always ready for the future (Development SPRINT)
•
How to get a strategy in a high pace from immature to mature high-performing teams,
using skills for communication and strategy sprint techniques.
•

How to grow and develop strategies that empower people

•

How to execute and iterate on the strategy in the process

Organizational perspective (PROGRESS)
•
How to balance a culture and structure for emerging strategies where all stakeholders
are involved in setting the direction (via OKRs or other kinds of relative targets)
•

How to work to change behaviors – accomplishing an agile mindset and culture through
removing limiting structures (budgets linked to xed performance targets and rewards)
Create a Learning organization where it's ok to make mistakes and learn from them
(requires a platform of Psychological Safety)
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Program design
Each sprint consist of each three elements. As this is a highly interactive learning trajectory,
where we want to mainly build on live workshop sessions, also to facilitate peer to peer
learning and accelerate moving forward together, the sprint blocks are designed 3x strategic
working session, 1 coaching session to facilitate and unlock personalized guidance and
progress + 2 self-paced modules to also tap into the convenience and empower you to control
your time and pace.

STRATEGIC
WORKING
SESSION (2H)
•
•

•
•

INDIVIDUAL
COACHING

1h building the
foundation
Action-based
component: apply the
knowledge, move
forward. Work on own
strategic plan.
P2P learning
Collective wrap-up and
next steps

Phase
Sessions 1

•

1hour personal
coaching session

Prepare
2-3
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assignment

Progress
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Understa
nd
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Deliver

Progressive Leadership
culture
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Sprint program
Block 1 Prepare
(session 1-5 : Sprint program Session 1-5: Agile Strategy Fundamentals)
In this rst block we set the stage, get inspired and grow the mindset needed to build a
strategy in a short time. How you design and frame a sprint and determine what the
outcomes will be. A strategy sprint is a trajectory, that only is effective when it’s well
embedded in the organization.

1 INTRO SPRINT,
MINDSET & TOOLS

Prep: introduction to the sprint important principles and tools:
The foundation of mindset is about the principles, values, methods,
and tools that we need to start using to release competence and
innovation - and what we should stop doing. What companies win in
and after crises? What distincts the winners and losers?
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DEFINE YOUR
CHALLENGE

De ne your own challenge. Map the context.
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ORGANIZATIONAL
FOUNDATION & SPRINT
PREPARATION: CRISIS
LEADERSHIP & SHARE
CHALLENGES

Sessie 2: The organizational foundations to make sprints work
Today the most progressive companies have changed the formal
management role to a more servant leadership role, realizing that
people are most productive, creative and happy when they have
personal control over their own lives and the ability to be leaders of
their destiny, private or work-related. In these organizations,
everybody is expected to be a leader, so there is paradoxical, a lot
more leadership there.
-Introductions, crisis leadership presentation.
- Share your challenges
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BUILDING CONDITIONS
PROGRESSIVE
ENTERPRISE: FOSTERING
THE RIGHT CULTURE

Session 4: Building conditions for an progressive culture:
The gap between structures and culture/values. Structure - Culture
Mis t Role Play. How to increase ecosystem collaboration and
increase the opportunity.
The learning Organization as Strategy and the future role of
managers and leaders:
We will look into defensive and offensive strategies, and how to
combine both. We will tap into effective ways of de-risking initiatives
and rapidly deliver results.
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AGILE PROCES OF A
SPRINT EXPLAINED –
THE FOUNDATION

Session 3: Type of sprint as an agile process
Emerging strategies instead of long-term planning, new ways of
working with strategy, budgets, goals, performance processes and
rewards. Using value stream mapping to optimize ows in a system
instead of working with resource optimization and sub-optimization
of departments.
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Block 2: Sprint
In this block you are going to run and build your sprint
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INTRODUCTION TO
STRATEGY SPRINTS

What is a strategy design sprint? What is the blueprint for a
strategy design sprints? When and how are they most effective?
How to run strategy design sprints remotely?
Facilitation is a critical factor in sprints, but how to do this online?
Tools and tips for successful sprints in three key phases discover,
design and deliver.
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STRATEGY SPRINTS
DISCUSSION

How to design your sprint
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UNDERSTAND

7b

COACHING

Goal / Questions / Map / Experts / HMW / Target
Empathize with your environment
The Internal + External Environment Scan
Key Trends, Technology, Market Forces, InterviewS
1/2 hour reflection and feedback
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DEFINE

8b

PEER SESSION

9

BUILD

9b

COACHING

10

DELIVER

10b PEER SESSION

Research Kick Off / Lightning Demos / Divide or Swarm / FourStep Sketch
What Is The Aspiration
De ne Impact
Where To Play:
Prioritise Business Risks + Opportunities
Set Focus
Goal Setting
1/2 hour reflection and feedback in groups

Sticky Decision / Storyboard
How To Play:
Value Proposition For All Stakeholders
How To Win:
Sustainable Business Model Design
Strategy Development
1/2 hour reflection and feedback

Session 10 : Deliver
Tools / Divide and Conquer / Build the Prototype / Trial Run
Leading Forward
Strategy Activation How to increase ecosystem collaboration and
increase the opportunity
1/2 hour reflection and feedback
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Block 3 : Progress
How to win is on two topics leadership and working together. To make the organization
execute on the strategies, you will need to embrace a culture of experimentation and
entrepreneurship.

11 BUILDING
CONDITIONS FOR A
PROGRESSIVE
CULTURE

Your strategy will only turn into results when it is embraced by
your people. To achieve this, the progressive and agile company
model is a great inspiration. The challenge is to create the
conditions for a culture where people can execute the strategy and
get the support needed. You will need to identify the gap between
structures and culture/values.
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- Leadership
- Agile planning and execution system (GIST). Plan agile on all
levels.
- Objectives and Key Results for recession
- What gets measures gets done, but what with the rest?
- Key conclusions and leaderships tips from science and the eld

LEADERSHIP PRINCIPLES

12b COACHING

1/2 hour reflection and feedback

Conclusion and next steps: Retrospective (ALL) and KUDOs
This highly interactive course will give you the tools and roadmap on how to grow in your skills
- from building your capacity and skill in self-leadership, how to lead others at all levels in the
organization and ultimately how to support and enable others to lead at all levels.
You will also be welcomed into our network a global network of professionals collaborating to
promote and help modern organizations towards progressive organizations.
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Target audience
Consultants, managers, line managers, operational & business managers and consulting
managers in both the private and public sectors.

Course leaders
Your course leaders and facilitators are:
Sabine Jansen is a passionate service design practitioner, professional coach, and facilitator
with over fteen years of experience developing organisations and teams spanning private-,
not-for-pro t-, and startup sectors.
Rob Aalders holds degrees in International Business & Marketing as well as Entrepreneurship,
with a further specialisation in Innovation Management, Ecosystem Design, and Learning. Rob
brings a lot of hands-on experience as he has been in the role of intrapreneur, investor, founder
and startup incubation & acceleration manager

Voices from the eld
Prof. Dr.Marielle Heijltjes
Mariëlle G. Heijltjes is full professor of Managerial Behaviour, Executive Director of UMIO –
Professional Development at Maastricht University and a member of the research theme
Culture, Ethics and Leadership.
Marielle’s professional interest and expertise revolve around questions that relate to the
functioning of (top) managers and (top) management teams: what drives their behaviour,
when is it effective, when is it responsible and sustainable and what explains the dynamics in
(top) management teams?
Her research was published in journals such as the Academy of Management Review, Small
Group Research and the Journal of International Business Studies.

Innovation Executives from some from some well-known multinational corporates.
Well-known innovation thought-leaders (like Tristan Kromer, Dan Toma, Esther Gons,..)
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Our trainings are facilitated on our own platform. Presentations, team exercises, keeping track
of the agenda items, exercises and communication between the sessions. There will be some
work to be done before and after every session, so add about 3 hours more every week.
Course literature and material will be distributed digitally.

FAQ
Do I need any pre-competence?
You don't need any pre-competence to attend the online course. We are tailoring the course
for the participants and your level.

How does the process look for this training?
The training is not a copy of the physical training. It is shaped for online instead of face-to-face
meetings. You will need a good internet connection and an undisturbed workplace where you
can have a quiet background.
The instructor-led sessions, which will happen every week between 15-17 Central European
Time.
All material will be shared on the platform. We will let you know everything about practicalities
during the rst session.

Are the classes scheduled on speci c days at speci c times?
Yes, the online group sessions are scheduled on speci c days and times. The self-paced can be
done at any convenient time for you before the session. See the schedule what applies to this
course.

After training completion, what is the process to become Certi ed?
The process of certi cation is that you need to nalize the certi cation assignment, which is to
describe how you would turn around your strategy and leadership. When the assignment is
nalized (approved with feedback from us), we will make your certi cate download available
via a link.
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Online Delivery

